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1. OVERVIEW

The transducer that we have developed Is a toLl:h-sensltlve
tablet; that Is, a flat sl6face that can sense where It Is being
touched by the operator's finger. This In Itself Is not new.
Several such devices are commercially available from a nunber
of manufacturers. What Is lrllque about all tablet Is that It combines two additional features. First, It can sense the degree of
contact . In a continuous manner. Second, It can sense the
amount and location of a number of slmlitaneous points of c0ntact. These two featlles, when combined with touch sensing, are
very Important In respect to the types of Interaction that we can
support. Some of these are discussed below, but see Buxton,
HIli, and Rowley (1985) and Brown, Buxton and MIItagh (1985) for
more detail. The tablet which we present Is a continuation of
work done In our lab by Sasakl et aI (1981) and Methe (1982).
In the presentation which follows, we focus mainly on Issues
relating to the transducer's Implementation. Two Important c0ntributions discussed are our method of eca'lnlng the tablet SU"face, and Oil method of maintaining high resolution despite the
surface being partitioned Into a discrete grid. Additional technical
details can be folni In Lee (1984).

Z. TOUCH and

IlULT~TOUCH

Presslle has other advantages. One example Is to control line
thickness In a paint program. But why do we want multiple point
sensing? A simple example woUd be If we had a template
placed over the tablet which delimited three regions of 9 cm by 2
cm. Where we touch each region coud control the setting of a
parameter associated with each region. If we wanted to sirrnAtaneous/y adjust all three parameters, then we would have to be
able to sense all three regions. An even easier example Is using
the tablet to emuate a plana keyboard that can play polyphonic
rnJSlc.
3. TWO DESIGN PROBLEMS

The tablet Is based on a 32 by 64 matrix of discrete sensors.
This differ. from most touch tablets which are based l4lon a slrtgIe continuous analogue sensor. However, the discrete matrtx Is
required In our case In order to support the multi-touch feature.
Two major deslgn considerations were, therefore:
•

how to rapidly scan the matrix

•

how to get adequate spatial resolution despite the relatively

low 32 by 64 resolution of the sensor matrix.

Touch senslng has a number of Important characteristics (Buxton,
HIli, Rowley, 1985). There Is no physical stylus or puck to get
lost, broken, or vibrate out of position. Touch tablets can be
molded so as to make them easy to clean (therefore making
them useful In clean environments like hospitals, or dirty environments like factories) . Since there Is no mechanical Intermediary
between hand and tablet, there Is nothing to prevent multi-tol-Ch
sensing. Templates can be placed over the tablet to define special regions (Brown, Buxton, Mlltagh, 1985), and since the hand
Is being used directly, these reglona can be manually sensed,
thereby allowing the trained user to effectlvety "touch type" on
the tablet.
WIthoIA presslle sensing, however, the utility of touch tablets Is
qUle limited. One can move a tracking symbol arolni the
ec:reen, for example, but when the finger Is over a light bl1ton,
there Is nothing eqlivalent to the bLtton on a mouse to push In
order to make a selection. Yes, we could 11ft the finger off the
tablet, bl1 that would be more like plillng (rather than pushing)
the button. And what If we wanted to drag an Item being pointed
at, or to Indicate that we wanted to start InklnQ!. LHtlng 011 finger
would leave all finger off the tablet, jU9t when we want It In c0ntact with It the most. There are ways around this problem, bIJ
\

they are Indirect. If, however, the tablet has pressure senslng,
we can push a virtual button by giving an extra blt of presslle to
signal a change In state.

4. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The design of the sensor matrix Is based on the technique of
capacitance meaSU"ement between a finger tip and a metal
plate. To minimize hardware, the sensors are accessed by row
and column selection. Row selection registers select one or
more rows by setting the corresponding bits to a high state In
order to charge I4l the sensors while the column selection registers select one or more colln1ns by turning on corresponding
analog switches to discharge the sensors through timing reslstors. The Intersecting region of the selected rows and the
selected columns represents the selected sensors as a group.
AID converting circuits meaSlle the discharging time Interval of
the selected sensors.
A University of Toronto 6809 board Is
used as a controlling CPU. The tOLl:h SU"face of the sensor
board consists of number of small metal-coated rectangularshaped areas serving as sensor plate capacitors. The design of
the metal plate area of a UI"llt sensor depends on the measurable
capacitance change that reslits when the area Is covered by a
finger tip, and on the resolution that can be Implemented. In
order to select a sensor by row and colln1n access, two diodes
are used with each sensor.

Th. fon_1ng .. an ."'lIftded aln"",,, 01 a paper that .11 appear In f.. In
Proceeding. 01 CHrtJ5. Conf.,• ...,. on Human Fadors In Comp~lng
Syat.ma. San F,andsco. April 1985.
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5. SCANNIG ALOOfUTHM

One Idea of some slgntncance that can be Introduced Is to avoid
acannlng of all the plxels In the tablet which contain no Information. "the nln'lber of polnts to be searched Is comparably small,
then an Improved algorithm, here called recursive area subdivIsion, can be used.
Consider a tablet with resolution 8 by 8 to be Marched for •
touch point as shown In Flgu-e 1.

--.-
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of applications has been designed and Implemented. capacitance measllement of Individual sensor(s) which can be uniquely
addressed using two diodes per sensor, makes It possible to

sense both the positions and Intensltles of one or more slnU-

taneous touches without ambiglity. The sensor matrix Is controlled by University of Toronto 6809 board whose serial port Is
connected to one of the VO porta of a host computer. Software
that utilizes the recLrslve s:.bdlvlslon algorithm for fast scanning
an array of 64 by 32 sensors on the tablet, and that communIcates with the host complJer, has been Implemented and tested.
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figure 1. Recursive subdivision operation for 8 by 8 tablet.
First, check the tablet for touch as a whole region as shown by
the area ABCD In the flglle. If touch Is detected, divide the tablet
Into two equal regions shown by the line EF and check each of
the two regions ABEF and EFCD for touchedness. Select the
touched region, region EFCD In this case, and divide this Into two
equaJ regions as shown by the division line GH. Contlnut this
process on the touched region IIltIl no flrther division Is possible,
that Is, 1I'It11 a unit sensor, designated as the region PKMO In Figlie 2, Is reached. The flglle also shows the sequence of sLbdlvision In the recursive stbdlvlslon scheme.
.. INTERPOLATION

It may seem that the resolution of the hardware Is too low for use
In graphics applications. However touch intensity and ITIJItI·touch
sensitivity can be used to enhance resolution. This Is possible
because the center of a touch can be most 8CCllately estimated
by an Interpolation utilizing the values of the adjacent sensor
Intensltles.

Direct Interpolation schemes for a few cases has been Implemented. One 01 Interest Is to Interpolate an array of 3 by 3 sensors USing a touched point In the center. Another Is to Interpolate
all points on the tablet. The later one obviously provides the
hlohest resolution blJ as a result It simply emulates a single touch
tablet with very high resolution.
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